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This section defines a logical inference system fcr hypstheticsl queries and rules.’ 
uch systems have been developed by several researchers [ 11, 110, 26, 17, 181. The 
one presented here is a simplifkd version which retains many of the essentiai 
operties of the more elaborate systems white admitti clean theoreticai anaiysis. 
ic 83% extensisn of km logic, both syntacticaHy d proof theoretically, and 
e of the termimlsgy is borrowed fram first-order predicate logic In this paper, 
ressions are function-free. 
nition 3.1. A premise (or query) is an expression having one of the following 
f&ms: 
A where A is atomic; 
A[add: B] where A and B are atomic; 
A[deB: B] where A and B are atomic. 
efinition 3.2. A hypothetical rule is an expression of the form A e- 4, , & 9 o . I J C#Q 
where k 2 0, A is atomic, and each & is a premise. 
ehition 3.3. A hypothetical rulebased-system is a triple 92 = [R, dom, pred] where 
R is a finite set of hypothetical rules, dom is a finite set of constant symbols, and 
pred is a finit? set of predicate symbols with associated arities. dam must incfuie 
ail the constant symbols appearing in R, and pred, all the predicates ymbols. 
If 9 = [R, dam, ~,eLfj is a hypothetical rulebased-system, then .5X%( 9) shall 
ste the me: t of aEB ground atomic formulas constructible from the predicate symbols 
in pred and the ccastant symbok in dum. Any data ase constructible from these 
symbols is a cubset ol’ 9B( S?), and during hypothetical inference, only those 
f’rmulas in Z&B(9) are inserted or removed from a database. When 92 is understood, 
we write 9g for short. 
efiEition 3.4 (Hypothetic& inference j. Suppose [R, dam, pred] is a hypothetical 
rulebased system, Then, for any database DBs 993, and for all ground atomic 
formulas A, B E 9@, 
(1) R, DBI-A if AEDB, 
(2) R, D&-A if there is a rule k’+~$,,...,+~ in and a ground substitution 
8 such that A = A’0 and R, DBF 4i@ ~CJS each t, 
(3) R, DBbA[a$d: B] if R, DB+{B}+A, 
(4) R, DB I- A[del: B] if R, DB - (B}+ A. 
’ The semantics of this inference sysk,., -- 1s touched upon only briefly in this paper. IIn [4, 1% 201, 
however, it is shown that the restricted logic of hypothetical addition has zp. intuitionistic semantics. 
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Note that hypothetical inference is defined with respect o a particular ru’lebase 
system. Thus, whenever we write R, DBk- 4, some system 92 = [R, dam, 
be understood.” 
of a rule can be erted to an exis 
hypothetical rules For example, in t 
able y does not appear in the hea 
then the inference ru 
Consequently, this rule can be read i two equivalent ways: 
t is the latter interpretation which en es our logic 00 represent the ex 
In Section 2. ?n particuku, ahe rule g &&?(s, c)] 
students who are “within one cop1 
le 3.5. Suppose 
n + 1 rules: 
A, + A,[add: 
ApA,[add: 
. . . 
R consists sf ruks de ning a predicate W plus the 
&I 
&] 
A, + A,,,[add: Bn] 
A 6 : *- D. 
~enR,WBi-A,ifR,WB+(~,,..., B,)+ W. Note that if R contains no other stiles 
efining the predicates Al, . . . , A,, i, and if they are not in the database 
the if becomes an iR. 
machines. In these two examples, 
following atomic form 
strate hypothetical in ence, they also 
cles used in Section 6 BO simulate Turing 
tabase WB is assumed to include t 
finite sequence aI, a2, . . . , a,, a,,, : 
FIRST(Q,), NEXT(a,, a2), 
The first example is a recursive versio of Example 3.5. 
’ In Sections 3-5, dam and pred are theoretical conveniences; however, ?he chmin dam beco 
crucial when negation-by-faiailpnhg is introduce Section 7. 
ampk 3.6. Suppose cons~5ts of rules defining the 
E + FU?%T(x), 
A(x) +- NEXTtJsc, y), Qy)[add: S(x)]* 
or 9 ~~+Wad, CW,. . . , WCW-D. 
If R contains no other rules defining the predicates E and A(x), and if they do not 
appear in tk_t database, then the if becomes an iti. 
The last example illustrates that a fixed set of hypothetical rules can express O(2” ) 
meta-level queries, where y1 is the database size. Such “blowups” can be viewed as 
the source of the EX and PSPACE data-complexity bounds for our 
hypothetical ogics. 
In this section, hypot etical inference is formuaat 
iterative operator, much like the T-operator of HOAX 
operators of this kind are co manly associated wi 
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presented here is entirely yrcof theoretic and forms the theoretical basis for the 
algorithms developed in the next section, algorithms whose complexities are easily 
determined. This section develops enough theory to verify that these algorit 
correct with res ect to the inference system de 
orn rules R can be viewed as a map 
this, one can procee 
be taken to be the 
The situation for 
rule to DB, one 
database. This 
databases. One mig 
fixpoint computation:; of several databases “wait” for each other. 
that is no: if T 
for any database. e idea of computing on all databases “in parallel” is nicely 
captured by co 
the identity mapping 9,, we appiy 7” repetitively, to 
section elaborates upon this idea. 
Let 93 = [R, dam, predjl be a hypothetical rulebased system. Re 
set of ground atomic for las constructible from the predicate sy 
the constant symbols in c3m. Any database constructible from these sy 
subset of 333. in the following definition, we consider mappings Ju : 2’/.” + 2? 
A mapping Ju is inflationary iff DB c J4( DB) for each database DB. 
DB) c A,( DB) for each database D 
J~~(DB)=J&(DB)uA,(DB) fore database DB. 
is the identity mapping. That is, 9( DB) = D ase DB. 
An interpretation is an inflationary mapping .M : ZpsB + 2? 
lion). Suppose JH is an interpretation and DB is a database. 
d atomic formulas, then 
e following basic result about interpretations is straightforward. 
thetical rulebased-svstem. Then 
tuitively, a ma represents a set of inferences, and T&f@) 
the same set of in e appfication of each ruie 
following basic results ab 
In our hypothetical ogic, the interpretation 7$4;) plays a role similar to ihai of 
st fixpoint in Horn-clause logic. In particular, hypothetical inference is 
equivalent o satisfaction in Tg(S;), as the following theorem shows. 
Suppose [ R, dam, pred ] is a hypothetical rulebased-system. 
G 993 and any query 4 over 993, R, DBI- t$ iR T:(3), 
This theorem is the main result of this section and is the basis of the algorithms 
introduced in the next section. It is proved in the following two lemmas, which 
establish sufiiciency and necessity, respectively. 
.9 (Suficier~cy). Suppose [R, dam, pred] is a hypothetical rulebased 
Then for any database DB c 93, andfor any query 4 over 99, $ T:(9), 
then R, DB/- +. 
uction). There are three cases, depending on whether c,$ has the form 
or A[del: B], where A and B are atomic formulas in 2%% We prove 
only the last case, the other two being similar. 
Basis: Suppose that T:(3), DBi= A[deZ: B]. Then 
[del: B] by Definition 4.7, 
9, DB-(B}kA by Definkion 4.3, 
A._!. &mner 
ation then establi 
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Data complexity is the corn laxity of evaluating a database query when the query 
is fixed and the database is regarded as input. In particular, if rl, is a database query, 
then the data-complexity of @ is defined to be the complexity of 
((5 Wlz~ Ji(D ere 2 is a tuple and DB is a database [6, 23 
A rulebase can be viewed as defining a data se query if one of its 
reserved as an output relation. Let R be the rul se, and let OUT(J?) 
predicate. Then R and OUT define a database query w se data-~or~~~l~x~ty is 
given by the language 
((3, DB) 1 R, DB I- OUT(a)}. (2) 
To be precise, hypothetical inference must be defined with respect o a particular 
inference system [R, dam, pred], where dom and pred are 
predicate symbols, re ctively. Since R is fixed, the predi 
are also fixed. A dat se DB may contain other predicates, but they will not be 
involved in hypothetical inference, and will not contribute to the data c 
Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that the predicate symb 
and their associated arities are fixed. 
The set of constant symbols dom is not .; xed, however, and depe 
database DB. Indeed, in order to reason about I-M, dom must include all the constant 
symbols appearing in bot DB and R. It is convenient o use dom = dam, I= dom ( DB) 
where dom(DB) is the data domain of DB and domR is a fixed set of constant 
symbols including all those which appear in R. 
Thus, a rulebase and a predicate OUT(2) define a database query. The data 
complexity of this ery is the complexity of the language (2). For each database 
DB, the inferences H, DBI- OUT(g) are defined with respect o the hypot 
inference system [R, dam, pred] where pred is fixed and dom = domR + dom( DB). 
5.1. EXPTI upper-bound 
Using the analysis of Section 4, it is straightforward to show that query eva 
be done in exponential time. The key points a 
space, (ii) that eat 
nd (iii) that at most exponentially many 
tical rulebased-system. dom and pred are 
ectively. Fixing pred, we show 
ential in Idoml. TlGs translates 
?nR + dom(DB,+ whe 
is fixed, then “exponential in ]doml” implies “exponential in ldom( DB)I”. 
Recall that 9% is the set of ground atomic formulas constructible from dom and 
prec%. Two facts a 
We represent an interpretation At of 9? by the set (( ‘G 5&B). 
In fact, we shah identify .& with this set. To compute T:(9), .A% is first initiakzed 
ent A@ + ((DLS’, 2X3’) 1DB’~ 9 3). 5kxi, Pliz assigiarneiii JK c- 
eatedly until A no longer changes, at which point & = T*,(s). 
is procedure is easily determined, first a 
I. Firstly, there are 21”a’ subsets of 
tion Df A therefore uses (219*“‘) space, and each applicatio 
by Lemma 4.6, each operator 
lication, except he last, there is 
of A in which S a ires a new atomic formula. For each DB’, however, this can 
s before S saturates and equals 93. I%us, for each of 
in .M, the set S changes at most 199I1 times. Therefore, 
of the operator TR, no snore c 
and a fixpoint is reache Since each of these applications takes 
x 2”%*’ time, that is, in 2*““/*“” time. The size of C&B, 
however, is polynomial in the size of dam. Thus, T%(9) is computed in 21dom’““‘time, 
that is, in time which is exponential in the size of she domain dam. 
Finally, given T:(9) and a formula OUT(Z) in 993, one can use Definition 4.3 
to determine in exponential time whether T:(3), DBt= OUT(f). Thus, the 
complexity of the full logic of hypothetical additions and deletions is in EXIT 
5.2. PSPACE upper-bound 
This section shows that for the restricted logic of hypothetical additions, query 
evaluation can ke done in polynomial space (polynomial in the size of the database). 
Essentially, ene computes [TX(9)]( DB) by an iterative computation much like the 
st-fixpoint computation of orn logic. However, w 
.e is applied, so that one needs an answer to a query on a hypothetical 
database DB’, one computes [T:( Ca)](DB’j recursively. Thus, the computations of 
T:(4) on different databases are not synchronized, as in the previous section. The 
computation i”ri implemented by a mixed iterative/recursive procedure LFP( R, 
e computes [Tz(S)]( DB) iteratively, and calls itself recursiv 
9)]( DB’) whenever needed. 
Each recursive call to FP invokes a new bottom- 
computateon. Starting with S = DB, atoms are added 
the rules in R until no more inferences are possible. 
is added to S iff the premise is satisfied his is comparable t e bottom-up, least 
fixpoint computatio 
however, and for e 
bottom-up phase. 
-up fashion to saturation. 
LFP( R, DB) can be computed in polynomial space. First, at each level of recur- 
sion, the bottom-up co putation takes polynomial time 
logic). Second, bec:&; every hypothetical rule is an 
database grows larger with each level of recursion, i.e., 
DB. Since there are only polynomially many 
database, recursion will go only to polynomi 
nomially, many levels of recursion, eat 
computation can be done in polynomial space. 
This description of LFP is made precise by the three procedures below. For clarity, 
they are restrict d to the propositional case, the predicate case being a straigh;- 
forward generalization. The procedures implement he fo lowing inference system, 
which is equivalent o the inference system of Section 3 in the propositional case 
without hypothetical deletions. 
each i, 
+AifAEDB, 
t-A if there is a 
(3) (a) R, DB!-A[G&~ B] 
(b) R, DBt-A[add: B] 
rule A+,,...,& in R such that I?, DBF & for 
if BEDBand 
if BB DB and R, DB+(B)I-A. 
Inference rule 2 is implemented by the procedures LFP( R, DB) and T( R, DB). 
T applies each ruie in R to DB exactly once, and LFP calls T iteratively until 
saturation. Together, LFP and T execute a single bottom-up phase. Inference rules 
1 and 3 are implemente by the procedure MATC (a, DB, +), which determines 
whether R, DE&-- t/i MATCH tests the premise of a rule, invoking a new level of 
recursion, and a new bottom-up phase, if necessary. 
ure: LFP(a, DB) 
S, f- DB; 
f~&...,q5~ in R 
4j) is true for each 1 s j s M 
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It is straightfo rd to show that if LFP( B’) is correctly computed for all 
DB’> DB, then P( R, DB) returns the co answer. Furthermore, these pro- 
cedures are trivially correct when DB is the largest database 333, consisting of all 
possible atomic formulas. By induction, therefore, these three procedures are correct. 
To check the complexity, suppose that MATCH were an oracle taki 
FP would then return after polynomial time, as in function-free 
(Datalog). In fact, however, CH calls LFP recursively. But this recursion can 
only go to depth 1 %B( before 9.93. Thus, since 993 has polynomial size, there 
are only polynomially many leveis of recursion, each taking polynomial time; so 
the entire computation can be done in polynomial space. 
This section establishes lower complexity bounds for both hypothetical ogics: 
the full logic of additions and deletions, and the restricted logic o 
particular, the data-complexity of the full logic is shown to be EXPT 
for the restrict<. lo$c, PSPACE-hard. Recall that data complexity is 
of query evaluation when the rulebase is fixed and the database is re 
(Section 5). 
The main i lea is to use each logic to encode the compuations of an alternating 
Turing machi le. Like nondeterministic machines, an alte ating machine may have 
many possible transitions at any point in the computation. Alternating machines, 
however, may require that all machine transitions be successful, not just one. 
This capability gives alternating machines more power than nondeterministic 
machines [8]. 
6.1. EXPTIME lower-bound 
This section shows that query recessing for the full logic of a 
a is to use the logi 
of an alternating PS 
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Suppose M is a one-tape, brblO alternating Turing machine which runs in polynomial 
space (an APSPAC chine) and 5 is 
database DB(S), an as a rulebase R( 
(S)+ACCEPT iff accepts d (3) 
where ACCEPT is a Gary predicate symbol. 
The important point is that the rulebase R( 
allows us to prove that the data-complexity of query processing is EX 
In particular, letting M be an APSPAC machine which recognizes 
the result follo immediately. Combining this with the 
und of Section 5.1 gives the following result. 
ewe .l. The of the full logic of ditions and 
deletions is EXPTI 
The rest of this section describes the constrttction of the database LW(S 
), thereby establishing (3). 
6.1.1. Building the database LIB(s) 
Since is an APSPACE machine, there is an integer k such that ur;es nk 
tape cells, where n is the length of the input .K A counter is therefore: needed to 
represent hese nk ositions, and it will be convenient o h ve a counter from 0 to 
nk - 1. This is easily implemented by placing the following entries into DB( 5): 
FIRST(O), NEXT(II, l), T(l, 2), NEXT(2,3) 
.*=NEXT(nk-2,nk-l),LAST(nk-1). 
Given this counter, machine IDS can be represented with two predicates: 
CELL(c,j): the tape cell at position j contains the symbol c, 
the control head is in state q and is scanning the cell at 
of the machine must also be specified. This means stati 
control head is in state that the tape head is scanning the first tape cell, and 
that the input is the string 5 = (sg, s, , . . . , s,_,>. The ith tape cell therefore contains 
the symbol Si, for i < n, and all other tape cells are blank. This ini 
lacing the following entries in the database DB(d): 
CELL(s,, O), CELL(s,, 1) l l l CELL(s,_,, n -l), 
91 for examples of such machines. 
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During inference, t 
hypothetical deleti 
erations to simulate 
R(M) simulates the transition of 
from one hypothe 
her by shifting inference 
ing machine has three kinds of states: act 
g if it has an accepting state. 
An alternating machine accepts its input iff its initial ID is accepting. 
This criterion for acceptance, along with the machine’s transition re 
encoded into the rulebase R(M). In particular, R( ) is constructed so that if the 
database DB re resents an ID, t 
R( M ), DB I- ACCEPT ifl DB represents an accepting ID. (4) 
But DB(S) represents the initial ID. Therefore, 
R(A&, DB(S)t-ACCEPT iff accepts S 
which proves Theorem 6.1. 
61.3. Defining the yedica te ACCEPT 
This section defines the predicate ACCEPT so that it satisfies (4). e idea is to 
encode the transition relation of machine M as a set of hypothetical rules. Three 
types of rule 4 are distinguished, one for each type of machine state: universal, 
existential ard accepting. 
The simplest rules are for accepting states. For each accept g state, we imoduce 
a distinct comstant symbol qa and add the following rule to (iv): 
PT* HEAD(q,, j). 
That is, an ID is accepting if it conlains the acce ting state qaB (T 
signifies that the head position is unimportant.) 
The rules for universal and existential states are 
e transition relation of M. For each machine tran 
information that may change: q, the state of t 
8 This is comparable t the use by Abiteboui and Vianu of database update languages to si 
non-deterministic Turing 
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control head; and c, the tape symbol at position j. This information is encoded in 
the database by the formulas HEAD(q,j) and CELL(c,j). For each machine 
transition, we delete these two formulas from the database, and add two new ones. 
The delletions are taken care of by a single rule: 
ACCEPT+ HEAD(q, j), CELL( c, j), 
TRANS(c, q,j)[del: HEAD(q, j), CELL(c,j)] 
where c, q and j are variables. 
The rules defining the predicate TMIVS complete the machine transition by 
adding new formulas to the database. These rules encode the details of M’s transition 
relation. For instance, given symbol c and state q, suppose that the machine has k 
possible transitions. Suppose that the ith transition is given by the triple (Ci, Ai, qi), 
which means write the symbol Ci, move Ai squares to the right, and go into state qi, 
whex Ai may be 1, 0 or -1. 
?f q is a universal state, then a machine ID containing q is accepting iff each of 
its k successor IDS is accepting. This is expressed by the following rule, which is 
added to R(M): 
TRANS(c,q,j)+j,=j+A,, 
ACCEPT[ add: HEAD( q, , jl), CELL( cl, j) 1, 
j2=j+A2, 
ACCEPT[add: HEAD(q2, j,), CELL&, j)], 
ACCEPT[add: HEAD(qk,jk), CELL(ck, j)] 
where the c’s and q’s are constant symbols and the j’s are variables. 
On the other hand, if q is an existential state, then a machine ID containing q is 
accepting iff at least one of its successor IDS is accepting. This is expressed by the 
following k rules, which are added to R(M): 
TRANS(c,q,j)c-j,=j+A,, 
ACCEPT[ add: HEAD( ql, jl), CELL( c, , j)], 
TRANS(c, q,j)+j2=j+Az, 
ACCEPT[add: HEAD(q2, j,), CELL(c,,j)], 
TUNS(c, q,j)+jk =j+&, 
ACCEPT[add: HEAD(q,, jk), CEkL(ck,j)] 
where the c’s and q’s are constant symbols and the j’s are variables. The expressions 
j, = j+ A, are abbreviati for NEXT( j, j,) and T(j, J), depending on 
whether A, is 1 or - 1, re 
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With such rules, bot the transition relation of the machine and the criterion 
acceptance can be coded. Thus, a set of hypothetical rules ) can be con- 
structed satisfying 
This section that query evaluation for the restricted logic of h 
additions is PS hard. The proof is similar to that cf the previous ectron except 
that instead of encoding alte ting PSPACE machines, we encode alternating 
E machines. Since A , the result follows [8]. 
encodings are also central to ss result of Section 8.1. 
The main difference between the encodings in this section and the last is that 
time is now represented exp!icitly. Without hypothetical deletion, tape erasure can 
no longer be simulated directly. It can, however, be simulated indirectly, by introduc- 
ing parameter 1 into some of the predicates. In particular, the machine can be 
ented with the following two predicates: 
L(c,j, t): at time t, the Tape cell at position j contains the symbol c; 
HEAD(q, j, t): at time 8, the control head is in state q and is scanning the cell 
at position j. 
For each value of t, these predicates define a machine ID. 
As in Section 6.1 .l, a successor predicate NEX7( i, j) is stored in the database 
D&S) so that we can count from 0 to nk - 1, where B is the length of s’. This time, 
however, the comings- tirlrG1 is used to keep track of computation steps (time) as well as 
tape positions [space). We can therefore simulate machines which halt in at most 
nk steps, that is. machines which run in polynomial time. 
Suppose, then, that M is a one-tape, alternating Turing machine which runs in 
polynomial time (an APTIME machine), and th 5 is an input string. We encode 
S as a data5qsq DB( S), and M as a rulebase R( 
), Dl3@)1-ACCEPT idf M accepts S. (9 
Again, the important point is that the rulebase R( is independent of th 
S. This allows trs to prove that the data-complexity o uery processing is PS 
lar, letting M be an APTIME machine whit recognizes aPSPACE- 
the result follows immediately. Combining this with the 
PSPACE upper-bound of Section 5.2 gives the following result. 
TR#hAsfm 
a m!15cPf!! da were L3 ns data-complexity of the restricted log.? of hypothetical additions is 
PSPACE-complete. 
The database DB(3 an 
in Section 6.1 for the full logic. There are, how 
troduction of the time variable t. Th 
differences. 
9 See [ 121 for examples of such languages. 
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62.1. The database DB(S) and ahe rulebase R(M) 
&cause time is now represented explicitly, the database can encode more than 
a single machine ID. In fact, it can encode a sequence of I 
path. An alternating Turing machine M can have many s 
form a computation trcs. During inference, the rulebas 
one path at a time. is process can be viewed as a re 
each path is inserte into the database hypothetically, 
The process of inserting a path is incremental. Starting with the initial ID, the path 
is extended by hypothetically inserting one new ID at a time. 
The database DB(S) encodes the initial ID. That is, it states that the control head 
is in state qo, that the tape head is scanning the first tape cell, and that the input 
to the machine is the string 5 = (so, sl, . . . , s,_ ,). The i:th tape cell therefore contains 
the symbol si, for J < n, and all other tape cells are blan . This initialization is 
encoded by placing the following entries into the database iYB(S): 
HEAD(qo, 0, O), 
CELL(&), 0, O), CELL(s, ,I, 0) l l * CELL( s, _ j ) n - 1,) O), 
CELL( blank, n, O), CELL( blati.?, t2 + 1,O) l 9 9 CELL( blank, n k - 1,O). 
This is identical to the encoding given in Section 6.1.1 except for the presence of a 
third argument in each entry, representing time an d whose value value is set tc 0. 
Furthermore, we view this not just as a single ID, but as a sequence of IDS of 
length 1. 
As in Section 6.1.1, DB( 5) also encodes a successor predicate NEXT( i, j), defining 
a counter from 0 to n k - 1. 
!2( M) encodes the transition relation of machine M and the criterion for accept- 
ance. In effect, it generates and tests all the computation paths of M. It does this 
by defining a predicate ACCEPT(t). This predicate determines whether the ID at 
the end of a computation path is accepting. In particular, if DB encodes a computa- 
tion path ending at time t, then 
CCEPT( t) iff the ID at time t is accepting. (6) 
B(S) represents the initial ID, that is, a corn-* +’ yULacisn path of length 1 ending 
at time 0. Therefore, 
T(0) iff the initial ID is accepting, 
iff M accepts .?. 
e therefore add the following rule to R( 
icate 
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62.2. Dejning the predic 
t), we encode the transition relation of machine 
ese are a variation of the rules in Section 6.1.3. 
for each type of machine state: universal, 
distinct constant symbol qa and add the 
That is, an ID is accepting if it contains the accepting state qU. The variable I recor 
the time at which the accepting state is reached, and the variable j signifies that the 
head position is unimportant. 
The rules for universal and existential states are more complex and depend on 
the transition relation of the machine For each such transition, there are four 
pieces of information that may change: q, the state of the control head; j, the position 
of the control head; c, the tape symbol at position j; and r, the time associated with 
the current ID. This information is encoded in the database by the formulas 
HEAD(q, j, t) and CELL(c, j, t). The following rule extracts this information from 
the database and increments t by 1: 
T(t) * HEAD( q, j, t), CELL(c, j, t), 
NEXT( t, t’), TRANS( c, q, j, t’) 
where c, q and j are variables representing the control information, and the variable 
t’ represents the time of the successor ID. Notice that this rule is not hypothetical. 
In particular, it does not perform any deletions -in contrast to the corresponding 
rule of Section 6.1.3. 
4ning the predicate TRAILS perform the machine transitions, adding 
on about the successor IDS to the database. These rules encode 
e transition relation. For instance, given symbol c and state q9 
machine has k possible transitions. Suppose that the ith transition 
is given by the triple (c;, A;, q;), which means write the symbol c;, move 9; squares to 
the right, and go into state qi, where Ai may be 1, 0 or -1. If q is a universal state, 
then the machine ID is accepting iff each of the k successor IDS is accepting. This 
is expressed by the follo?ving rule, which we add to R( 
TRANS(c,q,j, t)+j,=j+A,, 
ACCEPT(r)[add: HEA (ql, j,, t), CEEL(c, Jg f>]. 
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where the c’s and q’s are censtant symbols, the j’s are variables, and I is a variable. 
On the other hand, if is an existential state, then a machine ID containing q is 
accepting iff at least one of its successor IDS is accepting. This is expressed by the 
following k rules, which we add to R( A-4): 
TRANS(c, q, j, t)9-jl =j+A,, 
TRANS(c, q, j, r)+j~=j+&, 
ACCEPT( i)[add: H Wq2, j2, 0, CELL&. j, 01, 
TRANS(c, q, jT tb-jk =jfAt,, 
ACCEPT(t)[add: H (qk,jk, t), CELL&j, 4 
where the c’s and q’s are constant symbols, t e j’s are variabies, and t is a variable. 
With such rules, we encode both the transition relation of machine M and the 
criterion for acceptance. 
62.3. Encoding the ,Frime axiom 
The above rules determine the changes caused to an ID by a machine transltfon. 
The greater part of an ID, however, remains unchanged by such transitions. Indeed, 
except for the tape cell under the control head, the contents of all tape cells are 
unchanged. This is an instance of the -frame axiom [ 143, anQ we must write ru 
to encode it. Such rules are necessary only because we are representing time 
explicitly; i.e., the database represents a sequence of IDS, and ruEes are needed to 
copy the unchanged portion of an ID from one instant of time to the next. 
The following rule identifies each tape cell which is not under the control head 
at time t, and passes its value on to the same ccl? at time t2 = tl + 1. 
CELL&j, t?)+ NEXT(t,, t?), CELL(c,j, t,), 
HEAD( q, j’, t, ), NEQ( j9 j’). 
is rule invokes the predicate NEQ(x, y) lvhich is true iff x and y represzpt distinct 
tape positions. NEQ is implemented by the Following lules, which exploit the fact 
that xTfy iff x<y or y<x: 
NEQ(x, y) + BEFORE(x, y), NEQ(x,yj+- BEFORE(y, x), 
BEF’ORE(x, y) + PEXT(x9 y), 
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Combined with those of the previous two sections, these rules complete the 
definition of the rulebase ( M ), thereby establishing (6). 
In this section, the lan f hypothetical rules is extended by allowing negated 
e~at~~~a~~y, the 
is interpreted as the : C]. Inference 
involving negation-as-failure is not always well-define owever. This is a familiar 
problem in Horn logic. For instance, given the two ru:es A f- -B and B +- -A, it is 
unclear whether 4 i s to be inferred, or B, or both, or neither. As in the L-lorn case9 
however, if there is no recursion through negation, then it is not dSic~!B! to provide 
an operational semantks for negation [2]. In particular, a rulebase with negation 
can be stratified or layered so that within each layer, a negated premise refers only 
to rules found in the layers below [2]. We therefore extend the familiar notion of 
stratification from Horn rulebases to hypothetical rulebases. The proof theory for 
a stratified rulebase 18 is developed and is shown to be independent of any pantic 
stratification of R. It is then shown that stratified negation does not increase the 
data complexity of hypothetical rules. 
7. I. Slratijca tiorl 
Let ‘4+&, - l l & be a hypothetical rule possibly with negated premises. Each 
premise #, thus has one nf six possible forms: B, B[add: C], B[del: C], or the 
negation of any of these, where B and C are atomic. In each case, we call the 
predicate 3 :I goal predicate. Thus, in the rule A +- B, , -&&x&k &‘I, both B, and 
B2 are goal predicates. Yn a top-down inference procedure, goal predica:es woirld 
become subgoals and would be resolved against the heads of rules. Goa! predicates 
are central to the notion of a stratified rulebase. For convenience, the predicate 
symbol appe; ring in the head of a rule shall be called the head predicate. 
efinition 7.6. Let R be a set of hypothetical rules with (possibly) negated premises. 
is stratified iff it is the disjoint union of rulebases Ro, . . . , Rk, where for each i, 
if a goal predicate P appears in a negated premise in R,, then eac5 rule with 
head predicate P is contained in IJi, ; Rj, 
if a goal predicate P appears in a non-negated premise in R;, then each rule with 
head predicate P is contained in IJ,. , 
In this case Ro, . . . 9 rRk is a stratification of R and Ri is the ith stratum. We also 
say that Ro, . . . , Rk stratify R. 
This definition guarantees that if recursion occurs, t en it occurs only within a 
single stratum and that it never occurs through negation. 
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This section defines the meaning of the expression R, B+- 4 when R is a stratified, 
hypothetical rulebase. The definition is similar to that for stratified Horn rulebases; 
i.e., a series of bottom-up fixpoint computations are performed, one for each stratum; 
when ea& fixpoint computation is completed, negative literals are computed, and 
the next fixpoint computation is begun. 
To represent negative literais, it is convenient to introduce nev.- predicate sy 
In particular, for each predicate symbol P we introduce a net% predicate symbol p, 
which we call the complement of I? The atomic formula P(Z) then denotes the 
negative literal -P(g). With this in mind, we replace the stratified rulebase R by 
a negation-free rulebase I? as follows. 
Definition 7.3. Let R be a set of hypotnetical rules, possibly containing negated 
premises. Then I? is a negation-free rulebase constructed from R as follows. 
in every rule of R, replace each negated premise -. P(3), -c P(a)[add: Q], or 
-P(Z)ideI: Q] by the non-negated premise p(X), &Z)[add: (?I, OF I’(Z)[del: (21, 
respectively. 
Given a stratified rulebase H with strata RO, . . . , Rk, we shall construct the 
rulebases &, . . . , I&. Since each Ri is negation-free, we can apply to it the fixpoint 
machinery developed in Section 4. In particular, given an interpretation .H, we can 
compute the fixpoint T*,,(& ). 
Let 3 = [R, dam, ped] be a hypothetical rulebased system. Recall that 5% is the 
set of ground atomic formulas constructible from the predicate symbols in pred and 
the constant symbols in dom; i.e., 9?9 is the set of all positive ground literals. 
Extending this notion to signed Iiterals, we define %%!@ to be the set of ah ground 
atomic formulas constructible from the constant symbols in dom and the predicate 
symbok in pred and their complements. Thus 9% contains formulas of the form 
Is@) as well as P(G). 
With this in mind, we extend the definition of an interpretation. In Section 4, it 
was defined as an inflationary mapping Jl: 2V*5’ 3 Zk ‘.. To take negative literals into 
account, we now define it to be an inflationary mapping JI : 2”*“’ + 2? Fo capture 
the intended meaning of t e new predicate symbols e defitje the folIowing 
operation on interpretatitsns. Given an interpretation s operation applies the 
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so-called closed worM assumption: If something is not true, then assume it is false. 
his is the basis of negation-as-failure. 
Let A be an interpretation. Then 2Z is another interpretation such 
that for each database c 993 and each ground atomic formula P(g) E 93, 
P(Z) E &DB) iff P(3) fZ A(DB), 
P(3) E &DB) iff P(a) 65 
hypotbeti~al rulebase wit o,***, 
following procedure defines the operational semantics of this stratification. 
brevity, we use Ta to stand for ‘g,. Starting with the identity mapping 4, this 
procedure applies each of the rule sets Rj, one after the other, in a bottom-up 
fashion to saturation. The operation .& is used to enforce the closed world assumption 
betv;een adjacent strata. 
retum( 4&J 
end 
This proceaure has an obvious counterpart in the operational semantics of 
stratified Horn rulebases. In both cases, the procedure constructs a preferred fixpoint. 
Indeed, it is not hard to see that if & = FIXPQINT(R), then Jtl is a E-Ipoint of 
T&!!), i.e., 3 = T&A). 
In gener;i, *here may be many ways to stratify a rulebase R. This is why the 
procedure FIXPOE GT is a function not just of the rulebase R, but of its stratification 
R o,* ‘-9 Rk. Is the next section, it is shown that for a given rulebase BP, the value 
of FIXPOINT is independent of the stratification. Thus, FIXPOINT is a function 
only of R, atd we may write FIXPOINT instead of FIXPOINT( RO,. . . , &). 
This justifies the following definition. 
efinition 7.5. Let R be a stratified rulebase, and let 4 be a hypothetical query. Then 
R, D&-q& iff l , DBi=@ 
where Ju = FIXPOINT( 
be the following stratified rulebase: 
R2 W- -E, E[add: C]; 
RO 
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ote that the first strat m, I?,,. is identical to the rule 
corresponding negation-free debase I? then consists of t 
Example 4.12. 
lowing rules, w 
and E are 
2 
i 
le 2 illustrates the c 
column 5, after the am is inferred. This “re 
e to infer -E 0 
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to B (i.e., A = B -C). the complement is relative to another predicate, the 
rule is said to be guarde nguarded rule such as A(x) += -B(x), complementa- 
tion is defined relative t ata domain: in this case, = &m -B. It is because 
of unguarded rules that an explicit domain dopn is needed in the definition of a 
rulebase system (Section 3). he main results of this paper, however, do not depend 
on a need to know &q the rules presented in this aper are all guarded. 
t the value of’the prsce EXPBINT is indepe 
ent of the stratification used to compute it. The devel ment presented here is an 
ion of that given i for the semantics of stratified Horn rulebases. First, 
we divide a stratified ruE R into disjoint “clusters”, that is, maximal sets of 
les which are mutually recursive. Second, we show t at afly stratification of a 
Bebase is equivalent to a cluster stratification, in which each stratum consists of 
Ic cluster. Finally, we show that any two cluster stratifications of a rulebase 
y both result in the same value oftbe procedure FIXP 
rn~t~a~ recursion precisely, we first define a binary relation 
< on rules. 
finition 3.7. Let R be a stratified rulebase, and let r, and r,, be two rules in 8. 
(i) r2 refers to ra iff the head predicate of yi is a goal predicate of r,; 
(ii) “K” deqotes the reflexive, transitive closure of the relation “refers”; 
(iii) rm = Q iff r2 < Pi and rt K r2. 
Ff r, < rt, then we say that Pi depends ON rl ; and if Y\ = T,‘$ then we say that Y, 
and r,’ arc ~~~~~~~~f~~~ recursice. Note that mutual recursiveness is an equivalence 
aximal set of mutually recursive rules forms an equivalence 
class. 
efinition 7.8. Let R be a stratified rulebase. A cluster of is an equivalence class 
of mutually recursive rules. 
It foBlows immediately that the clusters of W are dis_joint and exhaustive. Further- 
en each cluster of R is contained in 
results were esta 
r. Clusters thus serve 
as the “atomic units” of our analysis. Notice that if ere is no recursion in a 
ulebase, then each cluster 
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To describe the interactions between clusters, we extend the relation < from 
single rules to rule sets. 
itio et S, and S, be two subsets oi a stratified rulebase 
iff r, < ri for some rule rl E S, and some rule r2 E S2. 
If S2 < S, then we say that S2 depends on S, . Notice t O,*--9 
stratification of R, the f R, depends on Ri, then Rj is a higher stratum th 
The following basic r t about dependency is immediate. 
7. . Le?S,,S,,... , Sn be subsets of a stratijied rulebase R. Then, So< S, v 
-**USn iffSo<SiJIorSO??W Wisn. 
The dependency graph of a set of clusters is the directed graph 
whose nodes are clusters and in which there is an edge from Qz to Q, iff Q2 depends 
on Qi and Q2#Qi. 
The following b sic result is straightforward and reflects the lack of recursion 
between clusters. 
2. The dependency graph of a set of clusters is acyclic. 
The development that follows focuses on the relation %, the complement of i. 
Informally, if S, does not depend on S2, t en in a bottom-up inference procedure, 
the rules in S, may be applied to saturation before the rules of S, are applied. 
next lemma makes this idea precise. It is based on an operator U which is closely 
related to the T-operator. 
. Let R be a rulebase with stratification RO 9 . _ . , Rk. If S is a subset 
of some stratum Ri, then U&X) = T:(a) for all interpretations A. 
Given an interpretation 4, the operator U, first applies the close 
tion to Al; it then applies the les in S to A in a bottom-up fashi 
and finally it applies the close world assumption to the result. Us thus generalizes 
the treatment that the procedure IXPOINT gives to a single stratum; i.e., Us can 
be applied to an arbitrary inte tion J#, and the rule set S need not be an entire 
stratum. Us is thus a convenient theoretical tool “or describing the 
sets within a stratum. It is also closely related to the procedure 
is stratified by Ro, R1, . . . , Rk, then 
asic res erators are strai 
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7. be 62 rulebase with stratijication O ,..., Rk, andlets, and& be 
subsets of some stratum ,. Ifs, K S2 then UsIvs, = Us2 U,, . _ 
e a rulebase with stratiJication UT”., R,+ Let S, be a subset 
and let S2 be a subset of some stratum i. If&#& and&KS, 
reak down a single stratum into smaller st 
strategy is to apply this lemma over and over again, breaking a stratum down into 
smaller and smaller pieces, until each statum consists of a single cluster. Before we 
can do this, however we need a basic result about clusters. 
nitio 6. Let SO,.. . , S,, be subsets of a stratified rulebase R. Then the 
sequence SO, . . . , S, is linear ifi Sj SC Sj for each i <j. 
ce, a rule set Si does not depend on any of the rule sets which 
foliow it. Thus, a bottom-up inference procedure can first app!y the rules in S9 to 
saturation, then the rules in S,, etc. 
set of clusters can be arranged in a linear sequence. 
roof. By Lemma 7.12, the dependency graph of the clusters is acyclic. Thus we 
can assign a depth to each cluster Q, where depth(Q) is the length of the longest 
directed path from Q to a leaf (i.e., a sink). Wow print the clusters out in ascending 
order of depth., where clusters of equal depth are printed in any order. The result 
is a sequence of clusters QO, . . . , Q,, where QO was printed first. We claim t 
quence is Oinear. To see this, no that for any two distinct clusters Qi and Qj, if 
depends OP. Qj, then Qi follows in the sequence (i.e., i > j). , if Qi precedes 
Qj, then Qi does not depend OII 0, ; i.e., if i <j then Qi A Qj* e the sequence 
is linear. Cl 
Because o.‘this lemma, each stratum can be replaced by a linear sequence of the 
clusters that make it up, where each ciuster is now viewed as a stratum in its own 
right. The following theorem and its corollary makes this idea precise. 
LeF R be a stratified rulebase. If Ri is a stratum ofR, and 
are the clustdrs of Ri arranged in rz linear order, then &, 
. 
QO P Qi for each 1 s i s n, since 
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Let R be a rulebase with stratification RO, . . . , Rk. For eacn i, let 
be’ the clusters of stratum Ri arranged in a linear order. 
0:. . . Q;i . . . Q; . . . Q FC is a slrati&a&n of R. Furthermore, 
FIXPOINT( RO, . . . , Rk) = U,;, . . . U,:(9). 
Thus, every stratification of a rulebase R CS%PI Ix reduced to a cluster stwtification, 
in which each stratum consists of a single cluster. Fu ermore, this chs 
stratification is equivalent o the original stratification in the sense that the 
result in the same value of FIXPOINT. us, to show that any two stratifications 
of R are equivalent, it suffices to sho hat any two cluster stratifications are 
equivalent. 
Actually, instead of dealing with cluster stratifications, we shall deal w 
sequences of clusters. This is justified by the next lemma. Linearity is a more 
convenient concept to deal with theoretically because, unlike stratification, its 
definition does not involve negation. 
Q,, be the clusters of-a stratijied rulebase R. Then Qo, . e . , Q* 
is a s?ratifkaiion of R iff it is a linear sequence. 
eorem 7.21. Let 22 = QO, . . . , Q, and 2’ = Q& . . . , QL be two linear orderings of a 
set of clusters. lhen 28 and 2” are equivalent; that is, Uo, . . . UQo = U&, . . . UQ6. 
roof. We transform 9 into 9’ using a bubble sort. In particular, we use 9’ to 
specify a fixed linear order of the clusters, and we swap adjacent clusters in 3’ 
whenever their relative order is different from that in 3”. The important point is 
that each swap operation preserves linearity and equivalence. 
TO see this, suppose that Qi+l occurs before Qi in the ordering 3’. In this case, 
Qi+l< Qi since 3’ is linear. Thus, if Qi and Qi+l are swapped in Z9 then the resulting 
sequence is linear. In addition, because 5? is linear, Qi % Qi+l . Thus UQ,+, UQ, = 
Uo, UQi+, by Corollary 7.15. Thus, after swapping Qi and Qi+l , the resulting sequence 
is equivalent o 9; that is, 
t us continue to swap adjacent elements in 3 whenever their relative order is 
erent from that in 2’. In this way, we slowly transform 3’ into 3”. Since each 
swap preserves equivalence and linearity, 3 and 5” must themselves be 
equivalent. q 
e following is the main result of this sect+-.. It is an immediate c 
of Corollary 7.19 and Theorem 7.21. 
r&base, and let &,, . . . , . . . ) it be 
en 
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The procedure FlX INT is thus a function only of and not of the stratification. 
We can therefore wri ) instead of FIXPQINT( 
7.4. Data complexit_v 
Stratified nega oes not increase the data complexity of hypot 
That is, the strati etical additions is data-complete for 
he stratified logic of hypothetical a &ions and deletions is data-complete for 
TIME. In keeping with our earlier rminology, we refer to the for 
restricted stratifie logic, and to the latter as the full stratified logic. 
The lower csziplexity bounds are immediate since both of the two stratified 
logics contain its negation-free version as a special case. The upper bounds are not 
difficult either. First note that given a stratified rulebase R, computing a strati- 
fication R,, . . _ , Rk is independent of the database, and thus adds only a constant 
term to the data complexity. Ditto for computing the negation-free rule sets 
&, . . , ) R,. 
\ext, recall from Section 5.I that an interpretation JW can be represented in 
exponential space in a straightforward way (exponential in the size of the database 
DB). Thus, in the procedure FIXPOINT( the computation of & from Hi can 
be performed in exponential time. Furthermore, the argument given in Section 5.1 
shows that given ai, T&&) can also be computed in exponential time. In evaluating 
FIXPOINT( there are k computations of this form. Since k is a constant 
independent of the database, the entire computation can be done in exponential 
time. Thus the data-complexity of the full stratified logic of hypothetical additions 
and deletions iz in EXPTIME. 
For the restricted stratified logic, a PSPACE upper bound is obtained by an 
adaptation of the iterative/recursive procedures of Section 5.2. These procedures 
are defined be.ow for the propositional case, the predicate case being a straightfor- 
ward generalization. In comparing these procedures to those in Section 5.2, note 
that each procedure has a new argument i, and that a fourth procedure, COMPW), 
has been defined. Note also that the procedures use not the rules in R, but the 
negation-free rules in R. 
ure: LFP( i, R, DB) 
S,+-LFP(i-1, 
S,+&; 
+ Vi, R, S,); 
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then s, +- s, w (P}; 
return( 52 ); 
For each value of i, the above procedures implement essential y the SiPme computa- 
tratum are used. 
e negation-free rules in 
In the definition of LF 
vrriable SI is initiaked not to but to LFP(I’- 1, R, IX). Only in the base 
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or the first stratum 
rulebases (Section 5.2). 
time. Now, however, there are two ways in which 
the integer i than monotonically, and in particular, B is non-decreasi 
rthermore, with each recursive call, 
it saturates and equals 99% Thus, there are at most k+~2&23l levels of recursion. 
But k is a constant ;A-- _ I  .Lb~ayimt of the database, and !993l is polynomial in the 
database size. Thus, there are 1;olyn~mla’ly man y levels of recursion, each takkg 
e. Thus, the entire computation can be done in polynomial space. 
This establishes a PSPACE upper bound on the data-complexity of the restricted 
stratified logic of hypothetical additions. Thus, in combination with our earlier 
results, we ha+lre stablished the following two theorems. 
l3e data-complexity of the restricted stratijed logic of hypothetical 
PACE-complete. 
‘T;he data-complexity of the full stratijied logic of hypothetical additions 
and deletions is EXITIM E-complete. 
In this section, we treat our hypothetical logic as a query language for relational 
ases, and we ask, “what relational queries can it express?” thout negation, 
the logic is monotonic; i.e., the set of inferences increases monotonically as entries 
are added to the database. 
negation-free logic 
complementation. dding negation-as-failur 
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Similarly, any typed generic query computable in polynomial space can be expressed 
as a stratified rulebase of hypothetical additions. Furthermore, this expressibility is 
achieved without assuming that the dcmain of the data 
there is no a pri * orcker on the domain, then an order ca 
deterministically a asserted hypothetical 
does not matter which linear order is chosen. 
No matter how compllex a monotonic logic may be, ther 
of entries, and false otherwise. EVEN 
value of EVEN “flips back 
o~oto~ic since as entries are adde 
there is no rulebase 
B has an even number of 
entries of the form D(x), 
where EVE?+4 is a Gary pre& cate symbol. This is true if R is a set of hypoth 
rules, a set of Datalog rules, or even a set of I-Torn ru es with function symbols, as 
long as it is negation-free.*” it is in this sense that the xpressibility of negation-free 
rulebases is limited. 
Adding negation-as-failure to a logic increases its expressibility, but only to a 
certain extent. For instance, &though Datalog is more expressive with negatiora, rt
still cannot express the query EVEN [6,7]. Thus, although its data-complexity is 
P-complete, there are some simple queries in P w ch it cannot express. This 
limitation can be overcome, however, by assuming th the datd domain is Ii~-~at!y 
ordered. Indeed, under this assumption, stratified Datalog expresses all the ty 
generic queries in P [13, 2 3, 7-J. This section establishes comparable results for 
stratified hypothetical rulebases, but for higher complexity classes and without the 
ption of a linearly ordered domain. 
e following example shows a stratified hypothetical rulebase which expresses 
uery EWN. The operation of this rulebase is best viewed as top-down. From 
s perspective, the first two rules seie-+ Q b& ,nd remove elements one-by-one 
D. As elements are removed, the rulebase “flips back an4 forth” 
between the two sub M and ODD until the relation D is empty. The 
third and fourth rules terminate the recursion by assigning an EVEN parity to the 
ice that negation is essential for detecting an empty relation. 
Also note that i oes not matter in which order the elements of D are removed; 
same answer: every order results in a proo 
These ideas of order inde 
of detecting an empty relation are central to the proofs of expressibility later in this 
raction. -W 
orn rules, the expression R, 
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e 
Then R, 
. is the following collection of rules: 
EKE?‘V~ 9(x), ODD[del: D(x)], 
0 (x), EVEN[del: D(x)], 
DB ‘- E VEIV iff has an even number of entries of the form 
EVEN can al a be expressed in the restricted logic of stratified hypothetical 
additions. The trick is to notice that the use of deletion above is particularly simple. 
In fact, it can e simulated by a combination of addition and negation as follows: 
(i) instead of deleting elements from the relation D, they are inserted into a new 
relation ND; and (ii) instead of selecting undeleted elements from ele 
selected from the difference relation D -ND. In this way, the deletion o 
the database is simulated. The following rules do exactly this. 
.2. Suppose R is the following collection of rules: 
EVEN* SELECT(x), ODD[add: ND(x)], 
ODD+- SELECT(x), EVEN[add: ND(x)], 
EVEN + -SOMELEFT, 
ELEF‘T+ SELECT(x), 
SELECT(x)+ D(x), -ND(x). 
Then R, DBb EVEN iff DB contains an even number of entries of the form D(x). 
In this Lp.;;rpple, it was possible to simulate hypothetical deletion by ;t combination 
of negation and h;vpothetical addition. In general, however, this is not possible 
(unless PSPACE = EXPTIME). 
The rest of this section shows that the two stratified hypothetical logics are 
expressively complete for EXPTIME and PSPACE, respectively. The proofs rely 
on the simulations of Turing machines developed in Section 6. In this respect, they 
are similar to other expressibility proofs in the literature (e.g., [ 13, 231). One 
difference, how-ever, _ _ is that the results presented here do not assume that the data 
domain is linearly ordered. Linear or&._ -C are typically used to simulate counters, 
which in turn, are used to simulate the movement of Turing mat he control heads. 
Stratified hypothetical rules do not nee an a priori domain ord 
generate a linear order for themselves. First they “guess” 
ly, and then they add it to the database hypothe 
ach is that our machine simulations are sens 
order is used; SQ t 
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Informally, a query is generic iff renamin, * the constants in the database causes 
the constants in the answer to be renamed in the same way [5,6]. This is called the 
consistency criterion, and it formalizes the idea that the constant symbols in a database 
are uninterpreted. ln our machine simulations, c anging the linear or 
to renaming the dat base constants. This is why our machine encodings are insensi- 
tive to the particular linear order being used. In this way, the consistency criterion 
is central to our ability to use unordered domains. 
Before establishing these expressibility resulis, we give a precise defini 
wnat it means for a hypothetical rulebase R to express a databa 
turn requires precise definitions of “relationai database” and “dat 
first two definitions below are essentially those of [S] and [6]. 
be a countable set, called the u iversal data domain. A 
oftype cY=(~i,-.-,Ly,,) is a tup (D, R, , . . . , R, 3 where 
D is a finite subset of U and R, is an ai-ary relation over D, i.e., Ri c Dal. D is 
called the domai of DB, written dom( DB). 
In logical systems such as ours, a relational database is represented as a set of 
ground atomic for ulas. U is a universal set of constant symbols, and for each 
relation Ri there is a predicate symbol Pi whose ground atomic f~~iwlas 
represent Ri. 
A generic database query of type 6 + a0 is a partial function + which 
takes a relational database DB of type a! and returns a relation $( DB) over dom (DB) 
of arity cyo. In addition, $ must satisfy the following consistency criterion: if DB’ 
can be derived from DB by renaming constant symbols,” then +(DB’) can be 
derived from +( DB) by the same renaming. 
With these two definitions, we can give a precise definition of expressibility. 
5. Suppose that $ is a generic database query of type a! + cyo. A 
rulebase R expresses @ iff for all relational databases DB of type 5, 
+Q(Z) iff z&+(DB) 
ere Q is a predicate symbol of arity cyo. 
By this definition, negation-free rulebases cannot express the query ~VEF+G, 
whereas stratified rulebases can. 
. PSPACE expressibility 
This section shows that any typed generic query that can be computed in poly- 
nomial space can be as a stratified rulebase of hypothetical additions. In 
articular, we prove t 
” In this case we say that LIB’ are isomorphic. See [5] for a more 
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Suppose that CJI is a generic database qlrery of type cl; + cyo which is 
computable in polynomial space. en there is a stratijed rulebase R(cp) of hypothetical 
additions which expresses Lp,, 
of this theorem involves an assumption which is common ia the 
literature, namely, that the data domain has at least two elements in it. is 
assumption is nee order to build a counter. Given a domain o 
the n domain ele ents to simulate a counter in base u. Each do 
e digit, and at least two digits are needed to build 
enough counter. 
The rulebase ) that we construct will contain constant symbols that are not 
necessarily in the domain of the database. In order to isolate the constants in the 
data domain fr these extra constants, we assume that the data domain is accessible 
via a predicat This assumption, which is common in the literature, also permits 
us to strengthen the statement of Theroem 8.6 somewhat. In particular, if a domain 
predicate is available, then we can guarantee that the rulebase R(p) consists entirely 
of gu&~\d rules. In addition, by using a domain predicate, we can construct R(q) 
so that Theorem 8.6 is valid even if a naive top-down inference procedure is used, 
one which has no knowledge of the domain, such as the Prolog-style interpreter 
developed in [193. 
Even so, the assumption of a data-domain predicate is not always needed, since 
the data domain is often defined zs th e set of constant symbols appearing i
atabase. In this case, D can be constructeo fio~ the database predicates P, , . . 
by adding the following rttles to R( +) for each i: 
. 
Dh,) +- P,(x,, x2.0 . x,,)- 
With this said, we prove Theorem 8.6 by first reducing it to the problem of 
expressing yzs/no queries, that is, queries which return either true or false. In fact, 
the following lemma is the main result of this section. 
3. Let t) be a generic query of type 6 + 0 which is computable in polynomial 
en there is a stratified lebase R ($) of hypothetical additions which expresses 
+. That is, for all databases 
I- YES ifl $( DB) = true 
icate symbol of arily zero. 
n this lemma, T eorem 8.6 can be proved in a strai tforward way as f~~~~ws. 
Let CP be a generic 
devoted to the proof 
If # is a yes/no qu 
which accepts 
construct a rulebase 
machine. This con 
construction of SW 
B(S), where S is the machine’s input string. DB( S) was also assumed 
to contain a counte DR(S) is therefore not the same as the database DB which 
we are given here. e must therefore p vide rules which when given D will 
ing these rules to rulebase R(M) gives a base 
he rest of this section describes the construction of R’( 
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it is insensitive to the 
to guess and hy~otheti~ally 
e perspective of top-down 
. . . (V 
‘P;aL is in addition to the original database predicates PO, . . . 9 PElt. 
YES+ SELECT(x), ORDER(x)[add: FIRST,(x), ND(x)], 
DER(x)+ SELECT(y), ORDER(y)[add: NEXT&x, y), NWp)l, 
-SOMELEFT, ACCEPT[add: LAST,(x)], 
4’ELEFT+ SELECT(y), 
SELECT(y) + D(y), -ND(y). 
After a linear order has been inserted, the third rule tries to infer the atom 
ACCEPT. This invokes a simulation of machine M, as described in Section 6.2. As 
we shall s-2, EF is generic, then either ACCEPT is inferred for all linear orders, 
or for none. T?reref?re, YES is inferred iff M accepts its input. 
8.1.2. Counting 
Each linea ordering of the data domain dom(DB) provides a counter from 0 to 
n - 1. In addbtion, it induces an ordering on [dom(DB)lk, the space of k-tuples of 
domain elements. This provides for the possibility of constructing a counter from 
Oto nk - 1. Such a counter can be used to represent n’ points in time 
e, which is adequate for representing the computations 
section describes the consir-u&on of a counter assu 
data domain is linearly ordered. 
The rules below define three 
- 1, respectively. 
define these predicates, the 
the n domain elements is trpated as 
its. For clarity 
A..?. Ronner 
represent the first and last elements of the domain, respectively. These symbols are 
variables, not constants. t is, they can be replaced by the symbols y and z wi 
changing the meaning o rules. 
) * FIRST,, 
LAST(9,. . . , 9) + LAST,(9), 
T(x~, . . . , x4, x3, x2, u, xk, l l 0 3 x4, x3, x2, e- 
f+=xT(Xk,. l l ,X4, X3, V,o, xk,. l . ,X4, X3, U,9)+ NEXT,(u, V), 
?dExT(Xk,...,x,, V,o,o,X,,..., x4, u,9,9)* NEX 
LAST,(9), 
NEXT(x,, v, O,O, . . . ,O, x~, u, 9,9,. . . ,9)+- NEXT,(u, v), FIRST,(O), 
LAST,(9), 
NEXT( v, O,O,O, . . . , 0, u, 9,9,9,. . . , 9) + N 
LAST,(9). 
Each of the rules defining NEXT encodes the process of “carrying a I!“, that is, 
the process of adding 1 to the number (xk, . . . , xi, u, 9,. . . ,9) to obtain the number 
(Xk, - - l 3 Xi, U+l, 0, l l * 3 0). Since our numbers have k digits, there are k places 
where a 1 can be carried, and so there are k rules. 
8.1.3. Initidizing the mff chine 
With the above counter, we can write rules which compute the initial I 
machine M. Following the construction of Section 6.2, we use the follo*Ning two 
redicates to represent the machine, where jj and t’ are k-tuples: 
CELL( c, jj, 0: at time < the tape cell at position j7 contains the symbol c, 
HEAD( q, p, 0: at time t; the control head is in state q and is scanning the cell 
at position jj. 
To specify the initial ID, the rules must specify the initial tape contents as well 
as the initial state and pos ion of the control head. Of these two tasks, ini 
the control head is by far t e easiest. It can be accomplished by a si 
says that at time 0, the head is in state q0 and is scanning the tape ccl 
EAD(q,, p, f) + 
The rest of this section describes the initialization of the machine tape. This 
ounts to encoding the database D as a St; .9ag suitable for i put to 3 Turing 
machine. The database itself consists of a set of relations P,, P, , . . . , P,, of arities 
se relations must be encoded “onto the input tape” 
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Any reasonable machine..encoding of the relations will 0, and it is convenient 
to use bit-maps. That is, an initial segme f the machine tape is divid into m c 1 
is stored in the ith block. bit-map is 
each tape cell corresponds to a possible 
base, then the cell contains a 1; otherwise, 
rdered, a tuple (x, , . . . , xc,, ) can be treated 
representation of Pi, the tape cell -with 
,,..., x_,) is in the 
tape cell to 0 when 
in the database. 
of stratified IiorIl rules which set up the blocks of tape and store 
define a predicate INI?‘ML(c, p), of arity k + 1, which is true 
osition j5 is to be initialized to symbol r, where c E (0, 1, ~,~~~~~. 
For clarity, this is done in several steps, utilizing several rule sets. 
The first rule set computes the bit-map representation of each database relation 
‘,, defining m + 1 new predicates BITMAP,, of arity Cyi + 1, respectively. 
BITMAPi(l, 2) + Pi(g), 
BITMAPi(O, 2) + D,,(Z), - P,(3) 
where D&) is an abbreviation for D(q), . . . , D(x,,). Thus, Da, extracts all possible 
ai-tuples of the domain elements. 
Each bit-map is stored in a block of tape containing ny cells, where y = 
1 i-max(cx,, . . , am,}. This assures that each block contains enough space to store 
any of the predicates. Each block also contains unused ceils, which will be filled 
n this way, the bit-maps are separated by blank tape and can thereby 
e distingurshzd from each other by the program in the control head. 
Each bit-map is stored at the low end of the block. For this reason, the bit 
corresponding to BITMAPi(CT x1, . . . ) x,,) is stored in block i at address 
(0, 0, . . . ) 0, x*, . . . , x,,), where the symbol 0 stands for the first domain element. 
g rule defines the predicate BLOCK, of arity y + 1, which represents 
BLOCKi(zy 84, l l l 9 Uy Z)+ FIRST,(u), Pj( z, 2). 
The blocks are placed in consecutive order at the begin 
That is, the element BLOC&( c, xl 9 . . . , x, 
(0 ,..., O,i,xl,...s here the symbol i in the a 
‘* This encoding assumes that the data domain contains at least m + 1 elements. If the number i is 
encoded in binary, however, then only two domain elements are rleeded. In this case, more tuple-positions 
would be needed to designate the ith block. In fact, [log,( m + 1 >I positions would be required, one for 
each digit in the binary representation of i. For clarity’s sa 0 not elaborate on this scheme. 
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onto the machine tape. There i!: one rule for each block, and they all contribute to 
defining the predicate INPUT, of arity k + 1, which represents the tape. 
INPUT(z, u, . . 3 M, JJ, 2) + FIRST,(u), DO_Mi(y), 
The literal s true iffy is the ith ele ata domain. The predicates 
DOM,, DOM,, . . . , DO + 1 rules as follows: 
DOMi(y) + DOMi-l(X), NEXTl(x, _V). 
The relation INPUT encodes the 8s and Is of the bit-maps, ut not the intervening 
blanks. The following rules put a blank in all tape cells which have not yet been 
initialized. They define the predicate INITIAL, of arity k + 1, which represents the 
complete initialization of the machine tape. INZTIAL( c, jj) is true iff the tape cell 
at position p initially contains the symbol c, where c E (0, 1, blank}. 
INITIAL(z, p) + INPUT( z, p), 
INITi;lE(blank, p’)+ D,(p), -ZERO_OR_ONE(p’), 
ZERO_OR_ONE(+ INPUT(0, /5), 
ZERO_OR_ONE(p’)4NPUT(l,~). 
Where Dk( j?) is an abbreviation for D( p,), . . . , D( prc). 
Finally, the initial tape contents are just the tape contents at time 0: 
CELL(z, p, i) + INlTZAL(z, p), FIRST(i). 
Given an APSPACE machine M, we add the rules of this section and those of 
Sections 8.1.1 and 8.1.2 to the rulebase R( M, .*escribed in Section 6.2. The co1 
of all these rules is called R’( . It is a stratified rulebase of hypothetical additions. 
We now show that for an ap priate choice of M, R’(M) can act as the rulebase 
R(#) of Lemma 8.7. 
8.1.4. Behavior under renaming 
Section 8.1.3 described a scheme for encoding a database DB as the initial ID 
of a Turing machine. In this section, we focus not on the initial ID per se, but on 
e string of Is, OS and blanks which is encoded on the machine tape. In particular, 
we look at how this string changes when the linear order is changed and the constants 
in the database are renamed. 
en a database D let L be a set of atomic formulas representing a linear 
on the data do n, such as (7) in Section 8.1 .I. The rules of t 
sections define a mapping s which takes a . tt DB+ L as input a 
string s( DB + L) as output. It is t hard to see that this mapping is generic. That 
is, if the constant symbols in D L are renamed, then the stri 
nstant symbols fro the data domain 
es of Sections 8.1.2 and 8.1.3 were c 
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ormally, a renaming is a one-to-one mapping f of the data domain onto itself. 
A renaming can be extended to tuples, relations and databases in the obvious way. 
Since s is a generic ing, 
for any renaming f: Thus, renaming both the database and the linear o 
same wa as no effect on the string which is provided as input to t 
machine 
To illustrate this point graphically, consider the database 
(P(a, b), P(b, b), Q(b)). In this case the data domain is {a, b} and the 
possible linear orderings, a < b and b < a. The encodings of this database under 
these two linear orders are shown in diagrams I and 2 below. In each diagram, the 
sequence of Is, OS and blanks represents the encoding of the database as a string, 
and the entries beneath show the interpretation give each positicn in the string.‘” 
Each string is a possible input for Turing machine 
) Encoding the atabase { P( b, a), P( b, b), Q(b)} under the linear order a < 6: 
0 0 1 1 0 1 blank blank 
P(a,a) PbO) P(b,a) P(O) O(a) Q(b) - - 
the database {P(b, a), P(b, b), Q(b)} under the linear order b ( a: 
1 1 0 0 1 0 blank blank 
W, W P(b, a) P(a, b) P(v-4 Q(b) Qbi - - 
(3) Encoding the database { P( a, b), P( a, a), Q(a)} under the linear order b < a: 
0 1 1 0 1 blank 
P(W) P(b,aj P(ti, b) P(a,a) -Q(b) Q(a) - - 
Diagrams 1 and 2 show clearly that changing just the linear order changes the 
encoding of the database. iagrams 1 and 3 show that renaming both the database 
and the linear order n the same way does not change the encoding. 
8.1 S. Expres Five completeness 
This section uses the above observation to complete the proof of Lemma 8.7. 
That is, it is shown that a rulebase of the form ) can be constructed to express 
any generic yes/no 
Recall that the r 
the database D 
I3 According to Section 8.1.3, each block should contsin eight tape cells, the final four being blm 
For brevity, we have shown only four tape cells per block. 
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The rules in R’(M) do s,ot guess a single linear order however; rather, they guess 
every possible order, and they infer the at CEPT is inferr 
least one of them. That is, they infer YES iff 
S iff V + U1 
L 
where L ranges over the set of all linear orders. 
Now pick a particular linear oder Given any yes/no query 
polynomia! space, there is an AKI machine M for which 
+(DB). That is, $(DB) is true iff machine M accepts DB (when en 
input tape using the linea order L,). Furthermore, it is not difficult to see that 
(L 1 L is a linear order} = {fLo If is a renaming}. 
Therefore, 
iff ‘- M[s(DB+ L)] 
L 
where k ranges over all linear orders, 
where f ranges over all renami 
ifi V M[s[ f -‘(DB +fLo)]] since s is generic, 
iff V M[s(f-‘DB+ Lo)] 
iff V t,b(.f -‘DB) by the definition of 
Notice that R’(M) does not express the query +; rather, it expresses the query 
V,llz(f-lDBJ= I-Iowever, if @ is generic, then its boolean output value does not 
change when the constant symbols in the database are renamed. Thus $( fDB) = 
J/( DB) = $( f -‘DB) for any renaming J Therefore, V,-+( f -‘DB) = V&( DB) = 
+( DB). Hence, 
F YES iff +(DB) is true. 
us, if + is a generic yes/no query, n it is expressed by the stratified hypothetical 
rulebase R’(M). Setting R($) = R’ ) thus establishes Lemma 8.7. 
8.2. expressibility 
This section shows t at any database query - vhich is computable i 
time can be expressed as a stratified ru!ebase of hypothetical additions and deletions. 
proof is almost identical to that of the previous section. There are two main 
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eletions, initializing the machine is less straig 
e the technique of Section 8.1, we 
These rules invoke the predic L(c, p), which is true iff the ce 
- is to be initialized to c. m with such rules is that t 
and CELL(c, jj) are not part of the databas , but are inferred. 
Unfortunately, etical deletion does not delete inferred facts; it only deletes 
facts from the ase. Since hypothetical deletion plays a crucial role in our 
simulation of APSPACE machines, the machine I must be inserte 
database, and cannot be inferred. 
The rules below insert the initial ID into the database hypothetic 
invoked after the rules of Section 8.1 .l have generated a linear order. 
initialize the control head. Then they iterate over all tape positions 
ropriate symbol in each tape cell. Finally, they try to infer the atom S 
which is meant to invoke a machine simuiation, as described in Section 6.1. 
ACCEPT* FIRST(%), INITIAL(c, Z), 
TAPE(X)[add: CELL(c, a), HEAD(q,,g)]- 
TAPE(f) + NEXT(Z, jj), INITIAL(c, jj), 
TAPE(y)[add: CELL(c, jQ]. 
PE(i) + LAST(Z), SIMULATE. 
These rules combined with the constructions of Section 8.1 give the following 
result. 
Suppose that Q is a database query of tye 5 + a0 which is computable 
in exponential time. Then there is a stratified rulebase R(q) of h_vpothetical dditions 
and deletion4. which expresses (9. 
Two modal-like operators have been introduced, 
represent hypothetical addition and deietion, 
means, “inserting C into the database allows 
means, “deleting C from the database allows 
C allows the inference of 
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The bulk of the paper vvas devoted to defining hypothetical inference in the 
function-free, pr d establishing its comple 
cases were exami 11 logic of hypothetical a 
(ii) a restricted logic of hypothetical additions only. It was s 
corn ~~I~~~-complete, and 
it is 
to encode alternati 
particular. 
The form of hypot deletion that was considered is re 
propagated” thro 
Nevertheless, the 
from PSPACE to 
to describe the 
notion of stratification was developed, comparable to that of stratified Horn 
rulebases. A proo theory was developed, and it was shown t at hypothetical 
inference is indep dent of how the rulebase is stratified. It was also shown that 
stratified negation does not increase the data complexity of either the or restricted 
logics. 
Although negation-as-failure does not increase t e complexity of hypothetical 
I Jes, it does increase their expressibility, For one thing, it allows non-monotonic 
queries to be expresse 
rulebases are expressi 
rulebases of hypothetical additions can express any typed generic query in PSPACE; 
and stratified rulebases of hypothetical additions and deletions can express any 
typed generic query in EXPTIME. 
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